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K Y B E R N E T I K A — V O L U M E 17 (1981), N U M B E R 4 
BOUNDS ON DISCRETE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
RECURSIONS II 
Polynomial Bounds on Problems with Block-Triangular Structure 
KAREL SLADKÝ 
For dynamic programming models being of a specific block-triangular structure some poly-
nomial bounds on utility vector x(n) are established. Here x(n) is calculated from dynamic pro-
gramming recursion x(n + 1) = max Q(f) x(n), where Q(f) is a (not necessarily nonnegative) 
matrix having a specific structure and symbol max is considered with respect to the decision 
vector / taken from a finite set F. The presented results refine the bounds obtained in Part I 
and generalize some well-known results for classical Markov decision chains. 
1. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper notations and terminology used in Part I of the present paper 
(cf. [7]) will be followed as close as possible. 
We shall consider at discrete time points n = 0, 1 , . . . a system with finite state 
space / = {1, 2, ..., N) whose utility vector at time n, denoted x(n) (column JV-veetor), 
obeys the following dynamic programming recursion 
(1.1) x(n + 1) = max Q(f) x(n) = Q(f^) x(n). 
fEF 
Here x(0) > 0 is given, Q(f) is an N x JV matrix depending on a decision vector j 
(i.e. N-vector whose i-th component f(i) e F(i), F(i) finite, specifies the decision 
N 
in state i), and F = X F(i) is a finite set of all decision vectors at each time point. 
i = i 
Recall that the set F possesses an important "product property", i.e., if fuf2 e F 
then there exists also feF such that [Q(fij]h = [Q(/)],„ [S(j2)],-2 = [2( / ) ] ; 2 
for each pair i., i2el (here for any matrix C symbol [C] ; denotes i-th row of C and 
similarly [ C ] y is reserved for the y'-th element of C; the same notation is also used 
for vectors usually denoted by small letters). 
In Part I of the present paper we have assumed that Q(f) > 0 for each j e F (i.e. 
Q(f) + 0 and each entry of Q(f) nonnegative). Then on the base of Perron-Frobe-
nius theorem we have shown that for any feF the resulting matrix Q(f) can be 
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decomposed into an upper block-triangular form with specific properties. According 
to Lemma 2.1 of [7], by possibly permuting rows and corresponding columns, 
we can write for any j e E 
~Qu(f) QUf) ••• QUf) 
(1-2) Q(j) = 10 Q22(j) . . . Q2s(f) 
0 . . . Qss(f)_ 
where for i = 1, 2, ..., s = s(f) the elements of each diagonal submatrix Qu(f) are 
labelled by integers from 7;(j) c I (here / = U 10) and 10) n Ik(f) = 0 for any 
i#=fc), and i = 1 
(1.2') Qn(f)Ui(f) = Oi(f)Ui(f) 
with at(f), resp. u,(j) >̂ 0, being the spectral radius, resp. corresponding right 
eigenvector, of Qu(f) (in general reducible), and 
(1.2") (a,(f); Vl(j)) > (a2(f); v2(/)) >...> (as(f); vs(f)) 
(symbol > means lexicographically greater). v,(j) is the index of Qn(f), i.e. the 
number of irreducible classes of Q(j) having spectral radius a0) and being sub-
sequently accessible from any ;' e 10)- Observe that 
<^(j) = ffi+1(j) -*• v / / ) = v m ( / ) + 1 , 
and 
o{f)> ai + i(f) or i = s => v,(j) = 1 . 
Moreover, assuming only that for any j e E as(f) > 0, in Part I of the present paper 
we have established for the set of nonnegative matrices {Q(f), f^F} the following 
result (cf. Theorem 3.2 in [7]) summarized as: 
Proposition 1. There exists feF such that (by possibly permuting rows and 
corresponding columns) (1.2), (1.2') and (1.2") will hold for / = / , s = s(/). More-
over, using the same decomposition for any Q(f),fe F; i.e. if 
'QUf) Qxz(f) ••• QUf) 
0 Q22(f) . . . Q2s(j) (1.3) ß(/) = 
[0 0 ... Qss(fl 
where s = s(/) and (for i = 1, 2, ..., s) each Qu(f) contains the elements labelled 
by integers from / , ( / ) (so for [Qik(f)\n it holds je 10), le / ,( /)); then for any 
i = 1, 2, ..., s = s ( / ) a n d a n y / e E 
(1-3') Qik(f) = 0 for any ft < i, and 
0-4) Qn(f)uiSQu(f)ui = aiui 
where at = o0) > 0 and ut = u0) P 0 (similarly we abbreviate v0) by v,). 
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From now on, the same decomposition as that in Proposition 1 will be currently 
used for any Q(f). Similarly, for any N x At square matrix, say C, symbol C,„„ 
denotes a submatrix of C such that for its arbitrary entry, say [C,„„] j t, we have 
j e/„(/), k e /„(/). The same convention will be also often used for vectors. Writing 
a matrix relation symbol /, resp. e, will denote unit matrix, resp. unit vector, of an 
appropriate dimension. 
In the further text we drop the assumption Q(f) > 0 and we shall only assume 
that each Q(f) fulfils the assertions of Proposition 1. So throughout the paper 
we make: 
Assumption A. There exists feF such that for any Q(f) w i t h j e E there exists 
a (fixed) decomposition by (1.3) satisfying conditions (1.3'), (1.4) such that Q;;(j) > 0 
for any feF and all i = 1, ..., s = s(f) with Qij(f) not necessarily nonnegative 
forj > i. In particular, Q(f) satisfies (1.2), (1.2'), (1.2") (for/ = /and a-(f) = er; > 0), 
and if er i+i(j) = aij) then each irreducible class of Qu(f) is accessible to some ba­
sic class of Q,-+i,,+ i(/). 
Remember that an irreducible class of Qi;(j), say QUJ)(f) (here the decomposition 
of Q(f) is according to (2.1) of [7] - symbol Q(kk)(f) is always reserved for an ir­
reducible class of Q(/)), is accessible to an irreducible class of Q, + i,, + i(/), say 
Q0l)(f), iff there exists a sequence of integers k0 = j < fcj < ... < kp = I such that 
Q(k„-,,k„)(f) * 0 f° r any n = 1,.... p (observe that if Quj)(f) is a basic class of 
e^ j) then Q{kn„ukn)(f) > 0 for all n > 1). 
Recall that xt(n) will denote a subvector of x(n) (calculated from dynamic pro­
gramming recursion (1.1)) whose components belong to /,(/) and sometimes it will 
be convenient to denote F\ = X F(j), x,(n) = aj" x{n) and introduce 5;,{j) = 
islrf/) 
= ff; ' Qij(f) for a n y / e E and i <,j. Similarly, for x(n;f) defined recursively by 
(1.1') x(n + l;f)=Q(f)x(n;f) with x(0) = x(0;f) 
(obviously, x(n; f) = (Q(f))" x(0)), elements of each x{n;f) (i = 1,..., s = s(f)) 
are labelled by integers from /,(/) and x,(n;j) = aj" xt(n;f). 
Observe that in virtue of (1.3), (1.3') of Proposition 1 it is possible to write 
(1.1) as 
1.5) 
Xy(П + 1) 
x2(n + 1) 
xs(n + 1)_ 
ß п ^ ) Ôi2(/
(й )) 








On the base of the results obtained in [7] and summarized in Proposition 1 of the 
present paper, assuming Q(f) > 0 some bounds on xfn) can be established (cf. [7], 
Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2). It can be easily verified that, for the considered 
(not necessarily nonnegative) matrices of the set {Q(f), f e F} fulfilling Assumption A, 
on replacing the elements of non-diagonal submatrices Q./j) (»' = 1, ..., s; j > J') 
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by their absolute values the upper bounds on x,(n) obtained in Theorem 4.1 of [7] 
remain valid. These facts can be summarized as: 
Proposition 2. For each i = 1, ..., s = s(/) there exist vectors »,- > 0 (depending 
on x(0) and satisfying (1.4)) such that for all n = 0, 1, ... 
(us) 'Ms<i(*t'i:l)«-v, - 1 
In particular, if s(j) = 1 and «, = u ^ x(0), a = a(f), then 
(1.6') x(n) % <J"U . 
Remark. Observe that by (1.6) for any Q > ai there exist vectors c\ <§ 0, c[ > 0 
(depending on Q and x(0)) such that 
(1.7) c'tQ" < x{n) g C"Q" for all n = 0,1, ... 
and, consequently, for any Q > a-, 
(1.7') lim Q~" x,(n) = 0 . 
In particular, for any sequence of decision vectors, say [fj e F, j = 0, 1,...}, and any 
Q > a(f) the elements of the "product matrix" JT Q(fj) must grow slower than Q" 
J' = O 
(cf. also Corollary 4.3 of [7] for the details) and lim Q~" x(n) = 0. 
In fact, Proposition 2 shows that the growth of {x,(n)} (and, of course, also of 
{x(n)}) can be given by an exponential as well as a polynomial part. In Section 3 
we refine the polynomial bounds on {x((n)} by establishing their specific properties 
for the case with v; > 1. To this order in Section 2 we extend well-known policy 
iteration methods for finding an optimal policy of a classical Markov decision chain. 
2. ON POLICY ITERATION METHODS 
In this section we present a constructive proof of the existence of a solution to the 
set of (non-linear) equations of a specific type. The solution will be obtained by 
a policy iteration method that can be thought of as a generalization of classical 
policy iteration methods for Markov decision chains. These results will be very useful 
in the further text for the construction of bounding polynomials on {x(n)}. 
It can be easily recognized that a special case of these equations (cf. assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1 — if Qu(f) is a stochastic matrix and c\
l\f) = 0 for any je F and 
any I < r — 1) was treated in the dynamic programming literature in connection 
with sensitive optimality criteria (cf. [6], [12]) and the case with Qn(f) stochastic 
and r = 1 turns out to be well-known for Markov decision chains with average 
reward optimality criteria (cf. [4], and especially [5], [11]). 
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Theorem 2.1. Let Assumption A hold, i.e., (1.3), (1.3') and (1.4) of Proposition 1 
are satisfied. Recalling that Qa(f) = ff,"1 Qu(f) by (1.4) we get for a n y j e F 
(2.1.1) Qu(f) M; < Qu(f) ut = M; where M; > 0 , 
and let c'l'(f) (for / -= r — 1, . . . , 1, 0) be given vectors. Then there exist vectors 
M(i0 (for / = r, r — 1, . . . , 0) and a nonincreasing sequence of (non-empty) sets 
of decision vectors 
(2.1.2) F, = i ? + 1 ) = !?' =» . . . a E]x) => * T * 0 
such that on setting 
(2.1-3) ^ r ) ( j ) = ( Q n ( / ) - I ) " ( r ) 
and for/ = r - 1 , . . . , 1,0 
(2.1.4) $<>(/) = (G,(j) - /) < - « r " + - T O , 
then for any / = r, r - 1, . . . , 0 it holds: 
(2.1.5) W ) = ° for each jeE('+1)> 
where 
(2.1.6) EJ
(,) = { / 6 E ( , + 1 ) : ^ , ) ( j ) = 0} , 
and there exists fe Ft such that 
(2.1.7) $''\f) = 0 for any / - r, r - 1, . . . . 0 . 
We shall prove Theorem 2.1 in a sequence of several lemmas. To simplify the 
notations, in Lemmas 2.2, 2.4 we shall often delete index i (so e.g. we write Q(f), 
«(/), c(,)(j) instead of Qu(f), «,(/), c'
!)(/)) and assume that <-, = 1. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (cf. (2.1.1)) for some (fixed) Q(f) > 0 and u ?> 0 
(2.2.1) Q(/) M ^ M . 
Then there exists Q*(f) = lim n~' £ (Q(/))m together with Z(/) = (/ - Q(/) + 
+ Q*(j))_1 and for / = r, r - 1, . " , 0 
(2.2.2) u( ,)(j) = Q*(I)c<'-»)(t) - r i ( - Z ( / ) ) 1 + * - ' ( / - Q*(f))c«>(f) 
k = i 
(we set c (_1 )(j) = 0) is a solution to the set of equations 
(2.2.3) ( S ( / ) - I ) « ( r ) ( / ) = 0 
(2.2.4) (<2(j) ~ /) M(,)(j) - M(,+1)(j) + c(,)(j) = 0 
where J = r — 1» • •., 0. 
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Moreover, under the normalizing condition 
(2.2.4') Q*(j)u(O)(j) = 0 
u(,)(j)'s given by (2.2.2) are the unique solution to (2.2.3), (2.2.4). 
Proof. To show the existence of Q*(f) and Z(j), let Tbe a diagonal matrix (with 
positive on-diagonal entries) satisfying Te = u. Then by (2.2.1) P(f) = T"1 Q(f) T 
is a substochastic matrix; so by well-known limiting properties of substochastic 
matrices Q*(f) must exist. Recalling (cf. e.g. p. 721 of [2]) the existence and basic 
properties of fundamental matrices in Markov chain theory, we can also easily verify 
that under condition (2.2.1) Z(f) = (/ - Q(f) + 2*( j)) _ 1 always exists and 
(2.2.5) (Q(f) - / ) Z(f) = 6*(j) - / ; Q*(f) Z(f) = Z(j) Q*(f) = Q*(f). 
As Q(f) Q*(f) = Q*(f) on employing (2.2.5) by a direct calculation we can verify 
that u ( 0(/) 's given by (2.2.2) are the solutions to (2.2.3), (2.2.4). To verify that for 
/ = r, ..., 0 these «(0(j)'s are unique, in case that / < r let us assume that for / = r, ... 
. . . , / ' + 1 u(()(j) are unique and that (2.2.4), for / = / ' , / = / ' - 1, can be fulfilled 
both for u' = U ( 0 ( / ) , M " = u(J)(j). Then by (2.2.3) if/' = r or by (2.2.4) for / = /' < r, 
resp. / = /' - 1 multiplied by Q*(f), we get 
(2.2.6) (Q(f) - / ) ( « ' - « " ) = 0 , 
resp. 
(2.2.6') 2 * ( j ) ( u ' - u " ) = 0 . 
As (/ - Q(f) + Q*(/))_ 1 = Z(j) always exists, by (2.2.6), (2.2.6') we can immedia-
tely conclude that u' = u" (notice that if condition (2.2.4') is not assumed then u(0)(j) 
need not be unique). • 
Remark 2.3. It can be easily verified that u (0(j)'s given by (2.2.2) can be calculated 
recursively for / = ,• - 1,. . . , 1, 0 by 
(2.3.1) u ( 0 ( / ) « 6 *( j ) c
( (-1)(j) + Z(f) (c (0(/) - M ( ! + 1 ) ( / ) ) 
where 
(2.3.r) u(,-)(j) = e*(j)c(r-1)(j). 
Moreover, if a(f) < 1 (cf. part (4) of Lemma 2.2 in [7]) then Q*(f) = 0 and 
by (2.3.1') «<'>(j) - 0, and (cf. (2-2-4), (2.3.1)) for / = r - 1, . . . , 0 
(2.3.2) «("(j) = Z(f) (c(0(j) - «(,+1;(j)) = -%(-Z(f)Y+k-' *V) 
where Z(j) = ( / - Q ( / ) ) - 1 > 0 . 
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The following lemma is the main ingredient to the policy iteration algorithm 
for finding ua>,s such that (2.1.5), (2.1.6) and (2.1.7) are satisfied. Recall that if 
Q(g) > 0 and Q(g) u ^ u for some u p 0, then Q*(g) = lim n _ 1 £ (Q(g))m always 
n->oo m = 0 
exists, and that uil\f), u(l\g) will denote the solutions of (2.2.3), (2.2.4), (2.2.4') 
(written for argument g e F if u{l)(g) is considered). 
Lemma 2.4. Let (cf. (2.1.1)) forj, g e F with / + g, Q(f) > 0, Q(g) > O.and some 
up 0 
(2.4.1) _ ( / } « _ « , Q(g)uSu, 
and denote 
(2.4.2) v(r\g;f) = (Q(g)-i)u<-\f) 
(2.4.3) ^('>( f l ; /) = (S(fl) - /) u
(!)(j) - « ( , + "( j) + c('>(«) 
where / = r - 1, ..., 0 (observe that <p(l)(f;f) = 0 for any /). 
If for some m = 1,.. . , r 
(2.4.4) (<p(m\g;f); v(m~l\g;f))>o with &m>(g;f)>o, 
and 
(2A4') <p(l\g;f) = 0 for all / = m + 1, .... r , 
then 
(2-4.5) M
(!)(a) = u(,)(f) for any / = m + 2, ..., r , 
(2.4.6) Q*(fl) <p
("°(a;/) > 0 => M
('"+1>(a) > w ( m + 1 )( j), 
(2-4.7) e*(a)^' '>(a ; j) = 0 , 
(2.4.8) Q*(g) Cp("'\g;f) = 0 _- u""+i\g) = M
( '"+»(a) and M
(m)(a) > M
(m)(j) . 
Proof. Let A«(!> = ua\g) - uw(f). (2.2.3), (2.2.4) together with (2.4.2), (2.4.3) 
immediately imply for / = r, ..., 0 (we set Ai<(r+1> = 0, c ( r+1 ,(j) _ 0) 
(2.4.9) AM('
+1> = (Q(g) - I) u
(l\g) + c<»(fl) - „<'+->(fl = 
= ((2(a)- / )AM
( !> + ( p( ' ) ( a ; / ) . 
Premultiplying (2.4.9) written for / = / - 1 b y Q*(g) (recall that Q*(g) Q(g)) = 
= Q*(g)), for / - r , . . . , 1 we get 
(2-4-9') a * ( ^ ) A « < ' > = e * ( a ) ^ - i ) ( f l ; / ) . 
By (2.4.9), (2.4.9') we conclude (remember that under (2.4.1) Z(g) = (I - Q(g) + 
+ Q*(g))~l always exists, Z(g) Q*(g) = Q*(g) a n d A M C
+ 1 ) = 0) that for / = r, ... 
. . . , 1 
(2.4.10) Au(!) = Z(g) [ - A H ( ' + 1 > + <p(!>(a;/)] + Q*(fl) p ^ ^ ; / ) . 
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Now on applying (2.4.10) successively for / = r, ..., m + 1 we can verify (2.4.5). 
Similarly, (2.4.6) follows immediately by (2.4.10) written for I = m + 1, and (2.4.7) 
is nothing else than (2.4.9') written for / = r + 1. 
To verify (2.4.8), first observe that if (2.4.4), (2.4.4') hold, then by (2.4.5) and 
(2.4.10) (written for I = m + l) we get 
(2.4.11) Q*(g) Cp(m\g;f) = 0 => u('"+1)(g) = u(m + 1,(j) and Q*(g) Cp(m-'\g;f) £ 0 . 
Moreover, if (2.4.4), (2.4.4') hold by a more detailed analysis we can show that 
(2.4.12) Q*(g) Cp(m\g;f) = 0 => Z(g) q>(m\g;f) > 0 . 
To justify (2.4.12) let us decompose Q(g) such that 
Here QRR(g), resp. Q7J(g), contains all irreducible classes of Q(g) whose spectral 
radii equal 1, resp. are less than 1; of course, QJT(g) or QRR(g) may be empty. Using 
the same decomposition for Z(g), resp. cp(g;f), i.e. on writing 
we immediately conclude that 
(2.4.13) ZJT(g) = (l- QJJ(g))-
1>0 
with positive diagonal elements. Now condition (2.4.4) (i.e. <p(m)(g;f) > 0) immediate-
ly implies (recall that Q*R(g) > 0 with at least positive diagonal elements) 
(2.4.14) Q*(g) Cp(m)(g;f) = 0 => cp(m)(g;f) = 0 and Cp(m\g;f) > 0 . 
Consequently, (2.4.12) follows immediately by (2.4.13) and (2.4.14). 
Now it only remains to verify the last inequality of (2.4.8). To this order it suffices 
to use (2.4.10) for I = m and apply (2.4.11), (2.4.12) to establish 
(2.4.15) Q*(g) (p(m)(g;f) = 0 -> Au(m> = Z(g) <p(m)(g;f) + Q*(g) <p(m'l)(g;f) > 0; 
so (2.4.8) must hold. • 
Now we are in a position to present the policy iteration algorithm establishing: 
P roof of Theorem2.1 . Construct a (finite) sequence of decision vectors f0,fu ••• 
•••ifp = / w i t h / 0 arbitrary and j„+ i being obtained by the following improvement 
of/,: 
For given /„ e F let us calculate u('\f„) (I = r,r - 1, ..., 0) being the solution 
to (2.2.3), (2.2.4) fo r / = j„(by Lemma 2.2 such a solution always exists). So (cf. (2.3.1), 
(2.3.1')) u\l)(f„) can be obtained recursively for I = r, r — 1, . . . , 0 by 
(2.1.8) u
(i\f„) = g*(j„) c
(r i\fn) + z,,.(j„) (C
(/>(/„) - «r»(/ , ) ) 
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where 
(2-1-8') uf\fn) = Q*(fn)cr
i\fn) 
and Zu(.) = (I - Qn(.) + g^.))"
1 with g*(.) = lim n~'%($,£•)?. 
n->oo m = 0 
On the base of w; (/„) we can perform an improvement of j„; i.e., we can select 
L + i + fn (if possible) such that 
(2.1.9) ( ^ r ) ( L + 1 ; L ) ; . . . ; ^
0 ) ( L + 1 ; L ) ) > - o . 
Usually we choosejn + 1 such that for any g e F 
(2.1.9') ( ^ > ( L + 1 ; L ) ; . . . ; ti°\f„+iifn)) £ ( # % / „ ) ; . . . ; <p?\g;fn)) 
where (cf. (2.4.2), (2.4.3)) 
(2.1.10) <p<i'\g;f) = (Qii(g)-l)u<f\f) 
and for / < r 
(2.1.10') <p\l\g;f) = ( Q ^ ) - l)u\'\f) - «<'+1)(j) + # > { » . 
Now, on applying Lemma 2.4 we get for any / g r 
(2.1.11) <Pi°(j„ + i ; L ) - 0 (/ = r, ..., TO + 1): together with 
mfn+i,fn) > o => K U + I ) ; - ; »?\fn+i)) > M m •••;«;
m)(/n)) 
and, consequently, the elements of a sequence {/„} cannot recur. As F is finite in 
a finite number of policy improvement steps we obtain fv=J that cannot be further 
improved and uf = u\'\J) satisfy (2.L5), (2.L6) and (2.1.7) of Theorem 2.1. • 
Remark 2.5. On the base of the policy iteration method used in the proof of Theo-
rem 2.1 by the arguments of Lemma 2.4 we can easily verify that the decision vector/ 
maximizes lexicographically the matrix [u^\f), •••, M.°>(/)] ; i.e. for any feFt 
(2.5.1) K > ( / ) ; . . . ; u<0>(/)) fc («<'>(/);...; ««»(/)). 
3. POLYNOMIAL BOUNDS ON UTILITY VECTOR 
In this section we establish some polynomial bounds on the utility vector x(n) 
generated by dynamic programming recursion (IT). In particular, if for some 
j = 1, . . . , s = s(/) (Tj a- . . . — ai+q = ... = <7i+r with <7i+r > <7 i+r+1 or i + r = s 
(so V; = r + 1) and for any j = i + q,..., i + r aj~" Xj(n) converges to some poly-
nomial, in Theorem 3.1 we establish some asymptotic properties of (x;(n)} together 
with the polynomial bounds on (x;(n)} that are considerably better than the bounds 
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mentioned in Proposition 2. Moreover, if there exists / e F such that for any j = 
= i + q, ..., i + r lim aj"\x}(n) - x}(n;f)~] = 0, then it is shown in Corollary 3.4 
that, for suitably selected/*, also x{(n) can be well approximated by xfn;}*). 
As it is indicated in Section 4, the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4 
are always fulfilled if xfn) correspond to the cumulative sums of one-stage rewards; 
so these assumptions are always satisfied for, in the literature widely discussed, 
dynamic programming recursions of classical Markov decision chains (cf. [7] 
Example 1 of Section l). Moreover, it is shown in [9], [10] that these assump-
tions are always fulfilled if some aperiodicity conditions on Q}j(f) (with; = i + q, ... 
.., .i + r) hold; e.g. in case that for any j = i + q, ..., i + r and any je F there 
exists lim aj" (Q}j(f))". 
Before presenting Theorem 3.1, let us recall that xfn) — <T7" x(n), Qu(f) = 
= aj1 Qa(f) and remember that for any vector, say c, c,-usually will denote its sub-
vector whose components are labelled by integers from I}(f), j = 1, ..., s = s(/). 
On the base of our definition of at (spectral radius), resp. vf (index), of Qu(f) we 
immediately conclude (cf. Proposition 1) 
(3.1) v; > 1 => a} — ffj and Vj = vf + i - j for j = i, ..., i + vt — 1 . 
For what follows, it will be useful to introduce for any i = 1, ..., s = s(f) and 
j = i, ..., i + vf - 1 
(3-2) y?in) = a7"x}(n)-^ 
1 = 0 
where Wjl) are (yet unspecified) vectors of an appropriate dimension, and set 
(3.2') yTin) — a~" xAn) f° r a n y J = ' + vi • 
Observe that ^ ( n ) = y{}\n), x}(n) - aj
n x}(n), a} = at for any j -g j < j + vf 
and by (1.7') for any j ^ i + v, lim yl/\n) = 0. 
Theorem 3.1. Let vfo > 1, integer p e (i0; i0 + vio) and let vectors wj
0 (for / = 0 , . . . 
..., Vj ~ l) in (3.2) be selected such that 
(3.1.1) lim yj
i0)(n) - 0 for any j = p,..., r0 + vio - 1 . 
Then for any i = i0, ..., p — 1 there exist vectors W;
0 (where / = 0, . . . , vf — 1), 
that can be found by the policy iteration method used in the proof of Lemma 3.3, 
such that 
(3.1.2) n l im(V |^vJ
1 /> )(«) = 0. 
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Moreover, if the convergence in (3.1 A) is exponential, i.e. if there exist number 
X e (0, 1) and vectors c) < 0, c] > 0 such that 
(3.1.3) c'jX" <; y(jio)(n) ^ c'jX" for all n and any j = p, ..., i0 + vio - 1, 
then for any i ~ i0,..., p - 1 the elements of a (vector) sequence 
ft,,-;. >)">,<«).»-o. •'.-} 
are uniformly bounded (observe that by (3.1) v; — vp — p — i). 
Before presenting the proof of Theorem 3.1 we establish two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {«,(«), n = 0, 1,...}, resp. {P(n), n = 0, 1, . . . } , be a sequence 
of vectors, resp. nonnegative numbers, satisfying for each n = 0 , 1 , . . . 
(3.2.1) a{n + 1) :§ Q~u(fw) «,<») + <-" Kn) ", 
together with 
(3.2.1') a In + 1) § Qu(f) at(n) + a' j.(n) M; 
where f^"\ fe F, numbers a' < 0, a" > 0, and vector M; l> 0 satisfies (1.4). Then 
(3.2.2) &(n) = X" with A 6 (0,1) => {«,(«)} is bounded; 
(3.2.2') limj8(n) = 0 -» lira n _ 1 a,(«) = 0 ; 
(3.2.3) /?(n) = Q - | ( f e I ^ «>(«)} is bounded, 
and 
(3.2.3') ^ ( f c ) 1 A") = ° * ^ [ ( f c + I ) " ' <n^] = ° • 
Proof. Iterating (3.2.1), resp. (3.2.1'), we get by (1.4) 
(3.2.4) a{n) < f[ Qu(p"'
m)) ajp) + «""__V(m) ut , 
m = l m=0 
resp. 
(3.2.4') a:{n) § (g„(j))" a ;(0) + «'"£ tfm) u,. 
m = 0 
Moreover, by iterating (1.4) (as w; = (Qi;(/))" «; __ f\ Qii{f
i"~'")) ui and> similarly, 
_ m = 1 n _ 
"i i_ (5;;(j))" ", with u ; > 0), we conclude that (5i;(j))", I I 8ii(j
(""mJ) are uniformly 
m = l 
bounded in n. So (3.2.2), resp. (3.2.2'), follows immediately by (3.2.4), (3.2.4'). 
To establish (3.2.3), (3.2.3') observe that 
(3.«) * » ) - ( _ ) - j _ / M - ( * + l) 
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(this fact can be easily verified by induction with respect to n). Consequently, (3.2.3), 
resp. (3.2.3'), follows immediately in virtue of boundedness of (Q,,(/))", n Qn(f{"m)) 
by inserting (3.2.5) into (3.2.4), (3.2.4'). ", = 1 • 
The following lemma is the main ingredient to the proof of Theorem 3+ (recall 
that decision vector j w is defined by (IT) or by (1.5)). For what follows, it will be 
useful (cf. (2.L3), (2.1.4) of Theorem 2.1) for any i = 1, ..... s = s(f), each feF 
and given vv<-'>'s (where j = i, ..., i + v; — 1; / = 0, . . ., v,- — l) to introduce 
(3.3) <Plrl)(f)-(Qn(f)-i)«>(rl) 
and define for / = v, — 2, ..., 1, 0 
(3.3') <p?(f) = (Uf) - /) w<'> - wr
l) + i+v'i "uf) wy> • 
j = ; + i 
Lemma 3.3. Let for some i = 1, ..., s v, > 1 and (cf. (3.2)) w<!>'s (for j = i + I, ... 
..., i + \<i - 1; / = 0, ..., Vj ~ [) be given. So by (3.2) yf(n) are well-defined 
for all j = i + t, ..., i + v, - 1 and (3.2') defines also .vj°(n) for any j = i + vh ... 
..., s. 
Then there exist vectors w\l> (for / = 0, ..., v,- - l), integer n, < oo and decision 
vector f*eF such that 
(3.3.1) y f > + 1) = &.(/») y(0(„) + J; e,,<f<">),<"(«) +
V E Y ' / ) ^>(/<">) 
j = ; + i . = o \ ' / 
(3.3.2) /,"(« + 1) = 5;;(/<">)//•>(«) + £ QS
W) yf(n) for any R = R. 
; = ; + i 
(3.3.3) y<;>(« + 1) = g..(/*) 3;<
;>(,7) + f QU(P) yf(n) for any n . 
,/ = i+l 
Proof. By (1.5) and (3.3), (33') w e g e t f o r a r b i t r ary wf's and w/>'s with wf = 0 
for any / = v; or j ^ i + v, 
(3.3.4) # ( n + 1 ) = ., i („+l)_^Y" +
 1)w(0 = 
= 5,.(j») *» +J Qi0n ,,- Xj{n) J * g ( j ) w<0 - | ( ^ » ̂  w<0 = 
= Q,0w)y\%\n) +i+Qi0
i*))y?(") + (5;;(/(n)) - I) 
- 5«Cr») rfin) + t QiJ(F*>)yJ
i)(n) + 
j = ; + i 
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(recall that Qu(f) = ^ r
1 Q..(f) and observe that, as by (3.1) v, = v. - j + i and 
as / - 1 = Vj => w y- i ) = o, by changing summation we get 
7$y^l(j)^-l{l-^X^'
)wr")-
Now we show how to select w(.'>'s if w(!>'s (for j = i + 1, . . . , i + V; - 1) are known. 
According to Theorem 2.1 on the base of given w(.'>'s (with; = i + 1, . . . , i + v, - 1; 
/ = 0, ..., Vj - 1) w e c a n construct by the policy iteration algorithm w^'s (for 
I = v; - 1, ..., 0) such that 
(3.3.5) ^ V ( _ 1 ) ( j ) ^ 0 for any jeE; 
and for any I = v; — 2 , . . . , 0 
(3.3.5') ^ " ( j ) = ° f o r a n y js^'+1) 
where {F\l), I = v; - 1, ..., 0} is defined recursively by 
(3.3.6) F\l> = {fGF\l+»:<p\lXf)~0} with Ef<> = F ; . 
Moreover, by Theorem 2.1 an equality sign holds in (3.3.5), (3.3.5') at least for one 
je Ff\ say j a /* . Inserting (3.3.5), (3.3.5') into (3.3.4) we get for any je Ft 
(3.3.7) y\P(n + 1) = Qu(l
in)) #(») + I &//«) >f(») + 
J = £ + I 
+ sJ")^i)(/(">) £ S»(j)^(«) + . tUf)y?{n) + lzfycpV(f) 
establishing (3.3.1). Recalling that the vectors w(/>'s are selected such that (3.3.5), 
(3.3.5') hold and denoting for a n y / e E ; 
(3-3.8) •^;")-S(")^)W. 
each component of s,(j; n) is a polynomial in n and, in virtue of (3.3.5), (3.3.5') and 
(3.3.6), its first non-vanishing coefficient must be negative. Consequently, for any 
je Fi there exists finite integer nt(f) such that s;(j; n) ̂  0 for any n k n,(j) and, 
as the set Ft is finite, there also exists n; < co such that 
(3.3.9) s;(j; n) = 0 for any n^n^ fe F, • 
(3.3.2) follows then by inserting (3.3.9) into the first part of (3.3.7). Recalling that 
q>\l\f*) = 0 (for any / = v; - 1, ..., 1) by (3.3.7) we immediately get (3.3.3). Q 
Now we are in a position to present: 
P roof of Theorem 3.1. First recall that by (3.2') and (1.7) there exist vectors 
c'j < 0, c"j P 0 and a number X e (0,1) such that 
(3.L4) c'jX" = /ja\n) = c'j^" for any j ^ i0 + v i o , . . . , s . 
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The proof of the theorem proceeds by induction for i = p — 1, p — 2,..., i0 
and heavily employs (3.3.2), (3.3.3). By (3.1.1), (3.1.4) if n -• oo the last term on 
the RHS of (3.3.2), (3.3.3) tends to zero and so (3.L2) for i = p - 1 follows 
immediately by (3.2.2'). To show that under (3.L3) {n~l >-po)i(n)} is bounded, it 
suffices to select numbers a' < 0, a" > 0 and X e (0, l) such that for i = p — 1 and 
any n 
(3.1.5) <*'*%< i Qu{r)yf\n), i &X/
(''Vy°X») = <~''̂ «< 
j = i + l j=i+l 
and apply (3.2.2) to (3.3.2), (3.3.3) where the last term is replaced from (3.L5). 
Now let us suppose by induction argument that for some i < p — I, i > i0 and 
each j = i + 1,. . . , p — 1 wj°'s are selected such that 
(3-1.6) hm( " V\<»(n) = 0, 
n - c o \ \ / vp/ 
resp. 
(3.1.7) \( _ n _ j yyo)(n), n = 0, 1, . . . l i s bounded. 
Observe that by (3.1) v,- - vp = p - j and that in (3.L6), (3.L7) it suffices to 
consider only w(jl)'s with / = v,- — 1,. . . , vs - vp; by (3.3), (3.3') these w
(P's are 
calculated only on the base of w(k
l)'s with k — p,..., i0 + v,0 - 1. So by (3.L6) 
we immediately conclude 
(3-1.8) lim( " . ) " i QS^)yr(n) = 
n^oo\P — l V J'=i+1 
= l i m ( p i i ) " -- Qo( j*)^ 0 )(«) = o . 
Similarly, by (3.L7) for suitably chosen numbers a' < 0, a" > 0 we get 
(3.1-9) a'( " ) « ^ E 5,,(/*)yyo)(n), 
i USM)yf\n)<^( 
J=I+I \ P - i ~ 2 j 
The induction proof of (3.L2) can be easily completed by applying (3.2.3') to (3.3.2), 
(3.3.3) and (3.1.8). Similarly, boundedness of U __ J y^'o)(n)i follows im-
mediately by applying (3.2.3) to (3.3.2), (3.3.3) where the last term is replaced by 
(3.L9). • 
Now recall that xt(n;/) = a~" x ;(n; /) (where x,(n;/) are defined recursively by 
(IT')) and remember that / ( n ) e F is given by (1.1). Theorem 3.1 implies the following: 
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Corollary 3.4. Let assumption (3.1.1) of Theorem 3.1 hold. Then for any i ._ ,-
...,p- 1: 
(i) There exists (finite) nl such that for any n jg w; 
(3.4.1) <p(')(/W) = 0 for / = v; - 1,. . . , v, - vp = p - i 
and, consequently, (cf. (3.3.1)) for any n g nf 
(3.4.2) # ( n + 1) = g,,.(/W) y\*(n) + £ &//<"') yJWW + 
p-i-i 
+ l W ^ ( / « ) . 
(ii) If there exists fe F such that 
(3.4.3) l im[x/») - x,(«;/)] = 0 for any ; = p,.... /0 + v,0 - 1 , 
then there also exists f*eF (with f*(k) = /(/c) for any k e Im(/) with m g p) such 
that 
(3.4.4) to(v: J ' [ , > ; / • ) -'£(») *«>]-0 
where (cf. (3.2), (3.1.1)) w(" = w(" for / = v, - 1, ..., v, - vp, and 
(3.4.4') l imf " y ' [ x » - W ) ] B 0 . 
V : — V, 
Moreover, if also (3.1.3) holds and the convergence in (3.4.3) is also exponential, 
then even the sequence 
is bounded. 
Proof. To establish part (i) we shall employ (3.3.1). Premultiplying (3.3.1) by 
I . 1 (recall that vp - v; = p - i), then letting n -> oo and inserting from 
(3.1.1), (3.1.2), (3.1.4) we conclude that 
(3.4.5) *.G-«r'.t '(O r f w"°-
As / ( ' ° are taken from a finite set F, by (3.4.5) we conclude (recall (3.3.5), (3.3.5')) 
that (3.4.1) must hold. (3.4.2) follows then immediately by (3.3.1) and (3.4.1). 
To verify part (ii), mimicking the procedure used in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (cf. 
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(3.3.4)-(3.3.7)), we easily conclude that for any / = i0, ..., p - 1 and some/* e F 
(3.4.6) y^(n + 1;/*) = &<(/*) y^°\n; /*) + £ g ; ,(/*) //">(«;/*) 
j = ; + i 
where (cf. (3.2)) for i = i0, ..., i0 + v,0 - 1 
(3.4.6') y?0)(n;f*) = x.fj.;/*) - Y ( j ) w(1) 
(3.4.6") vj'0)(n;/*) = ffr„" * / « ; I*) f o r a "y J ='!'° + v* • 
Here w(l)'s together with/* e F are calculated on the base of 
(3.4.7) vvj" = w(,) (for / - p, ..., i0 + v,0 - 1, / = v, - 1, ..., 0) 
introduced in Theorem 3.1; so by (3.3), (3.3') we immediately conclude that also 
(3.4.7') w\'} = w<" for any / = v, - 1, . . . , v, - v„ . 
In virtue of (3.1.1), (3.4.3), (3.4.6'), (3.4.7) and (3.4.6"), (1.7') we get that 
(3.4.8) lim y(.i0)(«;/*) = 0 for i _ p . 
Now by (3.4.6), (3.4.8), using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
we conclude that 
(3.4.9) lim( " J y\h)(n;f*) = 0 
v „ - c o \ v ; - V 
and, consequently, (3.4.5) can be immediately verified by (3.1.2), (3.4.9). 
In case that (3.L3) together with exponential convergence in (3.4.3) is assumed, 
convergence in (3.4.9) is exponential and, similarly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
we can verify boundedness of < I ) y\'a)(n;f*)>. As by Theorem 3.1 also 
(\Vi - vp - i ; - j 
j ( V ( _ ^ _ J ' y(W(«)| is bounded, in virtue of (3.4.7') | ^ _ ^ _ ^ \ 
• [*,(«) — Xj(n;/*)]> must be bounded. D 
4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In the present paper we have established some polynomial bounds on the utility 
vector x(n) calculated from dynamic programming recursion (1.1). In the dynamic 
programming literature analogous results were obtained only for Markov decision 
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chains (cf. [1], [4] and especially [3] for the most complete results); i.e. (cf. Example 1 
of Section 1 in [7]) for a very special case of our model with s = 2 and 
<V)-[™f\. *«»-[f] 
where P(f) is the transition probability matrix and r(f) is the vector of one-stage 
rewards of the considered Markov decision chain. Then for x(n) = \ > v(fy = ° 
we get 
V(n + i) = r(/c>) + P(/(»)),(n) = t(f[P(P"^~ *))).</(--• >) 
m=0fc = l 
and u(n) can be interpreted as the vector of maximum expected total rewards in the n 
next transition of the considered Markov decision chain. We can easily verify that, 
in this very special case, the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are trivially fulfilled with 
x2(n) = 1, xx(n) = Xj(«) = v(n); so by Theorem 3.1 y{
l)(n) = x,(n) - nw{l) - w(0) 
is bounded. Observe that w{1} = max P*(/) r( /) (the vector of maximum average 
feF 
rewards, P'*(f) is the Cesaro limit of P(f)) can be found by the celebrated Howard's 
policy iteration algorithm. By the second part of Example 1 of Section 1 in [7] we 
can also easily verify that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are also fulfilled for 
functional equations corresponding to cumulative expected rewards of Markov 
decision chains (cf. [8] for a detailed discussion). 
To obtain corresponding results for more general discrete dynamic programming 
models, we have heavily employed specific block-triangular structure of the conside-
red dynamic programming problems. Remember that in [7] we have already shown 
that any discrete dynamic programming model with nonnegative matrices possesses 
this property (cf. Proposition l). The results of [7] summarized in Proposition 2 
present some "rough" bounds on the utility vector of this type of dynamic programm-
ing models. To obtain "finer" bounds we have generalized in Section 2 (cf. Theorem 
2.1) policy iteration algorithm for finding maximum average reward of a classical 
Markov decision chain and extended in Section 3 the reasoning used in [3] to the 
general case with s 4= 2 and not necessarily stochastic Qu(f)'s. These "finer" polyno-
mial bounds presented in Section 3 (cf. Theorem 3.1) are obtained under the assump-
tions that are trivially fulfilled in Markov programming. 
In a companion paper [8] we show how this functional equations approach 
together with the obtained polynomial bounds on the utility vector x(n) can be em-
ployed for classical and multiplicative Markov decision chains to establish a family 
of optimality criteria having a nice property that an optimal policy can be found 
in the class of stationary policies. 
Moreover, it was shown in [9] that the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are also 
always fulfilled if some aperiodicity conditions on Qjj(f) (with j = p,..., i0 + vio -
— 1) hold; i.e., e.g. in case that for any j = p, ..., i0 + vio — 1 and any feF 
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lim Oj "(Qjj(f))" exists. In particular, Theorem 4.3 of [9] asserts that, if a\ " Xj(n) 
(for all j > i) converges to some polynomial and this converegence is exponential, 
then Xi(n) is bounded by a polynomial of degree v; and, moreover, under some 
aperiodicity conditions on {Qn(f), fsF) also x;(n) converges to some polynomial 
and this convergence is exponential. Observe that these facts immediately imply 
that, if aperiodicity conditions are imposed on all Qjj(f) with j 2: z, then x,(«) 
converges to some polynomial. These results, in a slightly generalized form, will 
be included into the forthcoming paper [10]. 
Recently, the same problem was independently studied by Zijms. In [13] the 
properties of generalized eigenvectors for the sets of nonnegative matrices are pre-
sented (these generalized eigenvectors well corresponds to our construction of vectors 
w(/''s based on the results of Section 2) and the main result of [14] establishes 
(under the assumptions that for a l l / e E and i = 1, ..., s Qu(f) are aperiodic) that 
xt(n) converges to some polynomial and this convergence is exponential. 
The following example shows that, if the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are not 
satisfied, the respective averages of {x;(n)} (with v, > 1) need not converge to any 
polynomial. 
Example. Let Q = Q(f) where 
e^-^w,,, *.-,.„-[;;], 0„-[jj|] 
and x(0) = [ 0 0 1 0]T (T denotes transpose). Then by a simple calculation from 
(1.1), (1.1') we get for x(n): 
x(2m) = [0 m 1 0]T and x(2m + 1) = [m +1 0 0 1]T . 
In virtue of the presented example we may conjecture that for the considered 
dynamic programming model (if no aperiodicity assumptions on Qjj(f)'s are made) 
at least {xj(nx + m), n = 0,1, . . .} (for some integers m, x where 0 < m < x) 
will be bounded or even converge to some polynomial. Discussion of these problems 
is postponed into [10]. 
(Received December 19, 1980.) 
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